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When is a
‘runner’ injured?

Er det tid til et paradigmeskift?
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Injury?
There is a paradox:
๏

๏

๏

How often? Häglund et al. Br J Sports Med 2005;39:340–346
๏

unable to participate?

๏

need for treatment?

๏

in contact with medical staff?

Pathological models fx Bruckner/Kahn Clinical Sports Medicine
๏

Overuse/overload

๏

Tissue-specific treatment

Better for
epidemiological
research

Evidence-based
practice?

Patient-focused fx. Engel (1977/1980), Borrell-Carrio et al. (2004)
๏

meeting expectations

๏

better (experienced) performance

๏

fear of long-term consequences

Better for planning
treatment

?

Pain and tissue injury
Injury = pain

Pain ≠ injury
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Injury ≠ pain

Vævsheling og smerte

Tissue damage (injury) is neither
necessary nor sufficient to cause pain!

Leadbetter WB, Clinical Sports Medicine (1992)

A spectrum disorder?

When do you think that tissue
damage is no longer the best
hypothesis for your treatment?
Bahr R, No injuries, but plenty of pain? British journal of sports medicine (2009), adapted from Leadbetter WB

More acute

Tissue damage

3. dimension: Complexity

Longer lasting

Pain

What does ‘complexity’ mean?
๏

๏

we need a biopschosocial frame of reference
๏

holistic approach with a neuronal reference (All stimuli are equal to the
brain…)

๏

understand the role of co-morbid factors such as sleep, mood and thoughts

Pain science 1.0.1

all mammals learn fx Moseley/Vlaeyen, Beyond nociception: the imprecision hypothesis of chronic
pain, PAIN 2015(156)

๏

๏

to predict outcome (expectations)

๏

subject to conditioning of non-painful stimuli

placebo/nocebo Benedetti et al. How Placebos Change the Patient's Brain
Neuropsychopharmacology (2011) 36

๏

pain is easily modulated on the short term

๏

pain does not measure the state of the tissue

๏

don’t insist on finding ‘a cause’ for pain in the tissue! But make sure there is
no pathology first…

Recent mechanism-based
principles in sports medicine
๏

Primary hyperalgesia
๏

๏

Neural

peripheral sensitisation caused by lowered threshold of sensory neurons (nociceptors)
๏

mechanical hyperalgesia (fx pin-prik and light touch)

๏

heat sensitivity/hyperalgesia

Secundary hyperalgesia
๏

๏

Acute
tissue injury

Axonal
reflex

Vasocontriction

Peptide
exocitose

Vasodilation

Cellular

Proteins released from
injured cells

central sensitisation (spinal cord and possibly higher parts of the CNS)
๏

pain in areas without pathology

๏

temporal summation (e.g. pain when running shorter distances)

๏

maintained by low threshold stimuli (e.g. walking)

Placebo og nocebo
๏

Vacular

CGRP

Sub P

descending modulation (inbitory or facilitatory)
๏

explains variability in pain independently of tissue status

๏

not one single mechanism

Rio E et al. The Pain of Tendinopathy: Physiological or Pathophysiological? Sports Med (2014) 44:9–23

Cytokine
release
NGF/GDNF release from
Schwannske Celler

Increased
permability

Chemotaxis of neutrophils,
macrophages, plasma, TCells, mast cells etc.

Chemokines, bradykinin,
serotonin, histamine,
neutrophils, macrophages

Destruction of bacteria
and removal of debris

Recent mechanism-based
principles in sports medicine

Schematic showing the principles of peripheral sensitisation
primary hyperalgesia

Receptor
activated

sleeping nociceptors are activated
(mechanical allodyni)

Ca++
PLC

Peripheral
sensitisation
๏

cAMP

2nd

messenger

Primary hyperalgesia
๏

DAG/IP₃
CaMKII

๏

PKA

Phosphorylation of receptors
and other proteins
NMDA
mGluR

NK₁

Naᵥ1.5/1.8/1.9
TRPV₁

๏

mechanical hyperalgesia (fx pin-prik and light touch)

๏

heat sensitivity/hyperalgesia

central sensitisation (spinal cord and possibly higher parts of the CNS)
๏

pain in areas without pathology

๏

temporal summation (e.g. pain when running shorter distances)

๏

maintained by low threshold stimuli (e.g. walking)

Placebo og nocebo
๏

Lowered threshold
for activation

๏

Secundary hyperalgesia
๏

PKC

Protein Kinase

peripheral sensitisation caused by lowered threshold of sensory neurons (nociceptors)

descending modulation (inbitory or facilitatory)
๏

explains variability in pain independently of tissue status

๏

not one single mechanism

Rio E et al. The Pain of Tendinopathy: Physiological or Pathophysiological? Sports Med (2014) 44:9–23

Nociceptive transmission
in the dorsal horn

(stimulus dependent activation)

Woolf CJ (2007) Anesthesiology

‘Wind-up like’ nociception

(stimulus dependent but sensitized)

Woolf CJ (2007) Anesthesiology

Sensitisation in clinical practice

Central Sensitisation

Consider peripheral

Consider central

๏

signs of tissue damage

๏

๏

signs of neurogenic inflammation

๏

๏

local and reproducible hyperalgesia

๏

significant and adequate pain relief
from local anastethics

๏

short term benefit from rest or
immobilisation

๏
๏
๏
๏
๏
๏

(transcription dependent sensitization)

๏

Remember that the
principles are not
mutually excluding!

no tissue damage
tissue damage has healed
pain localisation is blurred and/or
wide-spread in the body
pain experience does not match
history (or trauma)
no direct effect from local anesthetics
no direct effect from rest or
immobilisation
no direct correlation between
movement and pain
cold hyperalgesia and allodynia
lowered threshold for temporal
summation

Woolf CJ (2007) Anesthesiology

Recent mechanism-based
principles in sports medicine
mechanical hyperalgesia (fx pin-prik and light touch)

๏

heat sensitivity/hyperalgesia

central sensitisation (spinal cord and possibly higher parts of the CNS)
temporal summation (e.g. pain when running shorter distances)

๏

maintained by low threshold stimuli (e.g. walking)

descending modulation (inbitory or facilitatory)
๏

explains variability in pain independently of tissue status

๏

not one single mechanism

Rio E et al. The Pain of Tendinopathy: Physiological or Pathophysiological? Sports Med (2014) 44:9–23
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pain in areas without pathology
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Placebo og nocebo
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Secundary hyperalgesia
๏

๏
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peripheral sensitisation caused by lowered threshold of sensory neurons (nociceptors)
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Primary hyperalgesia
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๏

ASCENDING SIGNALS
DESCENDING INHIBITION
DESCENDING FACILITATION

Placebo mechanisms?

Modulation is all about balance
Think about modulation as a way for
the body to get just the right amount
of response in any given situation.
And remember that it is plastic!

PRO-NOCICEPTIVE
MECHANISMS

ANTI-NOCICEPTIVE
MECHANISMS

Benedetti et al. How Placebos Change the Patient's Brain Neuropsychopharmacology (2011) 36

PAUSE OR PACE?
TISSUE?
FUTURE?

PAIN?

MOTIVATION?

Consider your options
before concluding on your
interventions
DAMAGE?

Tak for opmærksomheden
Slides og supplerende materiale findes på

RESSOURCES?
NEXT COMPETITION?

www.videnomsmerter.dk

INJURY?
morten@fysiocenter.dk

